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!PRELIMI''RY NOTIFICATION OF. EVENT OR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE PN0-III-89-78 Date Decemb;ril', 1989
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?This' preliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of POSSIBLE safety or public
Linterest-significance. -The information islas initially received without verification.or

,

, tvaluation, and is basically all that is known by the Region III staff on this date.-

;

d Facility: . Commonwealth Edison Co. Licensee Emergency .
'

Braidwood Unit I Classification:
Braceville, IL 60407 Unusual Event h,

X Alert d i

-Docket No. 50-456 Site Area Emergency
General Emergency
Not Applicable

Subject: 'RHR RELIEF VALVE 0 PENS AND FAILS TO CLOSE-.

|At 1:30 a.m.~(CST) on December 1, 1989, a' loss of reactor coolant level in the pressurizer
was observed following valve testing activities. The Unit has been shut down since
September 2, 1989, for refueling and maintenance.

-The licensee. initially believed a.rel'lef valve in the 'A' train of the residual heat removal
system had opened.' The 'A' train was secured and the 'B' RHR train was started. The

' licensee then determined the 'B' RHR relief valve had opened and failed to close (rather
than the~'A' train valve as initially thought). The 'B' train was then secured, and the''A'.'
-train restarted. Water level was' restored-in the pressurizer.

t The licensee estimates that about 15,000 gallons from the primary cooling system leaked
Lthrough the relief valve.to a holding tank. About 3 gallons of primary system water was
Lr21 eased to~ the Auxiliary Building through a broken relief valve on a radioactive waste ,

evaporator"line connected.to the RHR relief valve discharge. Reactor water level was
maintained with the charging pumps.

'There were no releases from the plant and no personnel contaminations.

'The two resident inspectors responded _to the incident. Region III (Chicago) staffed its
Incident _ Response Center on a limited basis to monitor the incident. The licensee declared
an alert under its emergency plan. The alert classification was terminated at 4:35 a.m.- i

Region III and the resident inspectors are following the licensee's investigation of the
-incident, including the cause of the relief valve opening and failing to close.

'|Th2 State of Illinois was notified of the incident.

The licensee' notified the Headquarters Operation Center of the incident at 3:30 a.m. (CST).
This information is current as of 9 a.m., December 1,1989.
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